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BY DAVID HAYES
Communicated by G. B. Huff, September 28, 1962 We call a polynomial cox m +c 1 
-+ o(-)
h + 1 \h+lj and the number of residue classes is <t>(H) <q h . Therefore, if q is sufficiently large relative to h, some one residue class contains two irreducibles P and Q. For any such pair of irreducibles P and Q, there is an element a of GF(q) so that aP + ( -OL)Q~H. This is the assertion of the theorem.
Our aim in this note is to sketch a proof of an asymptotic formula (g-> oo ) for the number of representations of the polynomial H as a sum of two irreducibles, each of degree h+1. More specifically, THEOREM 
Let N(H) denote the number of pairs P, Q of primary irreducibles in G F [q, x] such that
(1) degP = deg<2 = /* + l, 
K
This last formula does not require (5). Also, after some manipulation, we derive from (4) and (5) the formula nHh+l) (7) pHDI-j.^tlW
Combining (6) and (7) and making use of the trivial estimate ^(r) = 0(<Z r )> we arrive at (1). This completes the proof.
